Next signals have different functionality in TE0782 and TEBT0782.
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The image appears to be a schematic diagram of an electronic circuit, possibly related to an embedded multi-media card (eMMC) system. The diagram includes various components such as resistors, capacitors, and other electronic parts labeled with component values and designations. The schematic shows connections and paths for power supply (VDDM), clock (MMC-CLK), data lines (DAT0-7), and control signals (RESET, CMD, etc.).

The diagram is detailed with specific components and labels, indicating the configuration of the eMMC interface and its associated circuitry. However, without a specific question or query, it's challenging to provide a detailed analysis or extract textual information from the schematic.
REV. 02:

1) Changed power-up sequence: 3.3V next to 1.8V. MGT power domain next to 3.3V.